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Four families of integrity constraints in a relational database have been investigated: 
the functional dependency, the decomposition, the cross, and the inclusion. For each 
family, a complete set of inference rules is presented. Also, a necessary and sufficient 
condition for a constraint to be a consequence of other constraints of the same family is 
proved, using the duality between crosses and decompositions. This condition is applied 
and a new algorithm is presented to solve the membership problem for the decomposi- 
tions. 
INTRODUCTION 
An information system is a time-varying system that represents at every moment a 
snapshot of a (very restricted) part of the real world. 
Since the real world changes continuously, the information contained in an information 
system gets changed by its users. The information represented at a certain moment t 
is called a state or an instance of the information system. 
Since all users rely completely on the information represented, every instance of an 
information system ought to be an exact picture of the real world, without any mistake 
or imprecision. 
This condition cannot be verified by the information system itself, because it is 
connected with the real world only through its users. Hence, if a user makes an update 
error, for instance, the information system cannot detect this error. 
However, there are some properties (of the real world or of the information system 
itself) that can be verified by the information system and that have to be satisfied by 
every instance. Actually these time-independent properties are necessary conditions 
for the correctness of the information represented. (Unfortunately they are not sufficient.) 
They are regularly checked by the information system itself and are called integrity 
constraints. 
These integrity constraints are part of the structure of the information system. 
Generally a property can be a consequence of some other properties (for instance, 
5 < 10 is a consequence of 5 < 7, 7 < 10, and the definition of <). This also applies 
for integrity constraints: if an information system satisfies some integrity constraints, 
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some other constraints (being consequences of them) are also satisfied. Hence, it is 
claimed that an information system does not contain integrity constraints which are 
consequences of other intergrity constraints. (Their verifications would be a pure waste). 
Two problems arise: 
(1) Which constraints are the consequences of a given set of integrity constraints? 
This is the generating problem. 
(2) Given a new constraint, is it a consequence of a given set of integrity constraints ? 
This is the accepting problem. 
When studying an information system, one needs a model in which one’s ideas are 
expressed. The model we choose is the relational model [I, 111. Although the conclusions 
of this paper are model independent, they can only be made clearer in terms of the 
relational model. 
In Section 1 the basic notions of the relational model are recalled. Section 2 defines 
the type of constraints and gives four examples of types. In Section 3 the generating and 
accepting problems are discussed. Finally in Section 4 some applications are stated. 
1. THE RELATIONAL DATABASE MODEL 
a. Definition 
Conceptually, a relation is a table whose entries can be changed or updated from 
time to time. The contents of a relation at the moment t is often called a relation instance. 
Hence a relation instance can be viewed as a table. Table Ia gives an example of a relation 
instance that represents (among other things) that student John takes the course math 
given by professor P and receives mark 9 at his final examination. Table lb represents 
another relation instance. Table Ic gives the attributes and associated domains for Tables 
Ia and b. Each line of an instance is called a tuple of the instance. 
All the properties and features of the instances of a relation (i.e., semantic meaning, 
constraints, attributes, etc.) constitute the relation scheme. This scheme is constant in 
time and cannot be updated by any user. A database instance is a collection of relation 
instances at a certain moment t. The database scheme is the collection of associated 
relation schemes. 
Notation. In the sequel we shall denote attributes by A, B, C,..., sets of attributes 
by X, Y, 2, U, V ,..., and values in domains by a, b, c ,... . 
The information represented by an instance is not part of the instance, i.e., every 
relation instance consists of tuples but the meaning of these tuples is not included in the 
instance. Since we are not dealing with query problems or information retrieval, we are 
not directly. interested .in the specific information which is represented by an instance 
of a relation or of a database. However part of this information will be isolated and for- 
mulated by the constraints. 
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TABLE Ia 
EXAM 
STUDENT COURSE PROF MARK 
John 
John 
Jane 
John 
Jane 
Jane 
Math 
Phys 
Phys 
Engl 
Math 
Engl 
P 9 
G 10 
G 3 
B 7 
P 8 
B 9 
TABLE Ib 
AGE-STUD 
STUDENT AGE 
Jane 
fihn 
19 
20 
18 
TABLE Ic 
Attributes Associated domains 
EXAM 
STUDENT 
COURSE 
PROF 
MARK 
AGE-STUD 
Names of students 
Titles of courses 
Names of professors 
Integers 
STUDENT Names of students 
AGE Integers 
b. Example 
A very small example will be used throughout this paper. It describes a database 
instance, containing two relation instances (Tables Ia and b). 
We suppose that all the students have different names. The database scheme consists 
of two relation schemes (Table Ic). The meaning of this database is obvious, though not 
formalized. As to the constraints, they are added in Section 2a. 
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TABLE II 
EXAM [STUDENT, PROFj 
STUDENT PROF 
John 
John 
Jane 
John 
Jane 
Jane 
P 
G 
G 
B 
P 
B 
EXAM [STUDENT, PROF] 1 X 1 AGE-STUD 
STUDENT PROF AGE 
John P 18 
John G 18 
Jane G 19 
John B 18 
Jane P 19 
Jane B 19 
c. Operations 
Many well-known operations can be defined on relation schemes and relation instances 
[12]. Only two of them are used in the sequel: consider an instance R of the relation 
scheme RS with attributes 52s, and let X be an arbitrary subset of attributes, X _C QR, . 
We define the projection of the relation instance R on X to be the relation instance obtained 
by deleting from R all the attributes that are not in X. This is denoted by R[XJ An 
example is given in Table II. 
Consider furthermore an instance T of the relation scheme TS with attributes in,, . 
The join of the relation instances R and T is the relation instance that is the set of all 
the combinations of tuples of R and T that agree on QRS n Sz,, . It is denoted by R 1 X 1 T. 
If a,, and QrS are disjoint R 1 X 1 T is also called the Cartesian product of R and T. 
An example of a projection and a join involving relations from Table I is presented 
in Table II. 
2. INTEGRITY CONSTRAINTS 
a. Concept 
All users of a database rely on the correctness of the contents of the database instances. 
Unfortunately the database system itself is unable to verify this correctness, since it is 
unaware of the current value of the part of the real world that is represented by the 
database. 
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However for most database schemes there are some global conditions that have to be 
satisfied by every instance or every update of the database scheme. These conditions are 
expressed and implemented as constraints [lo, 14, 17, 18, 231. 
Let us add the following constraint to the sample database of Table I 
“Every mark lies between 0 and 10.” 
Another constraint is 
“The age of a stua’ent lies between 10 and 40.” 
These two constraints are said to be of the same type, since they have the same semantical 
structure: the values of an attribute lie between two constant values. 
The sample database of Table I is completed by the following constraints 
(1) “Every mark lies between 0 and 10” 
(for all m E EXAM v MARK holds 0 < m < 10). 
(2) “The age of a student lies between 10 and 40” 
(for all a E AGE-STUD rr AGE holds 10 G a < 40). 
(3) “A student has only one age” 
(;f (S, a,) and (S, u.J both belong to AGE-STUD then a, = a,). 
(4) “A course is given by only one professor” 
(if (c, p,) and (c, pa) both belong to EXAM w (COURSE, PROF) then p, = pa). 
(5) “A student has only one mark on a given course” 
(if (s, c, m,) and (s, c, m,) both belong to EXAM[STUDENT, COURSE, MARK] then 
m, = 4. 
(6) “Every student takes every course” 
EXAMCSTUDENT, COURSE] = EXAM[STUDENT] ) X ( EXAM[COURSE]. 
(7) “A professor who gives a course, gives that course to all the students who follow 
that course (and thus have some mark for it)” 
EXAM = EXAM[STUDENT, COURSE, MARK] 1 X j EXAM[COURSE, PROF]. 
(8) “The age of all the students that appear in EXAM is known” 
EXAM[STUDENT] C AGE-STUD[STUDENT]. 
Obviously 3, 4, and 5 belong to the same type. Next, a few types of constraints that 
are used very frequently are defined. 
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b. Functional Dqwndency 
Constraints 3,4, and 5 have the type 
if (q ,..., a,, b’) and (6 ,..., a,, 6”) both belong to R[A, ,..., A,, B] 
then b’ = b” with 
P 2 1, 
B different from the A’s. 
This constraint type is called functional dependency [3, 81 and if R is understood implicitly, 
it is very often written as 
(A, >..., A, - B) 
or (X -+ B) where X is a nonempty set of attributes, not containing B. (Note that the 
trivial functional dependencies are not included in this definition.) 
c. cross 
Constraint 6 has the type 
W 1 ,..., A, , B, ,... , 41 = R[A, ,..., A,] I X I R[B, , . . . . Bg] 
with p, q 2 1, all the A’s different from the B’s. 
Since no attribute appears both among the A’s and among the B’s, this constraint 
indicates that the (A, ,..., A, , B, ,..., B,)-projection of R can be written as the Cartesian 
Product of the two projections R[A, ,..., A,] and R[B, ,..., B,]. This constraint type is 
called the cross and if R is implicitly understood it is very often written as 
(A 1 ,..., A,_cB, ,... , Bg) 
or 
(Xc Y) 
where X and Y are nonempty disjoint sets of attributes. 
d. Decomposition 
Constraint 7 has the type 
R = WA, ,..a> 41 I X I W, >.a., &I, 
where all the attributes of R appear among the A’s and the B’s, there is at least one 
attribute not appearing among the A’s and one not appearing among the B’s. 
This constraint type is called the decomposition and if R is implicitly understood it is 
often written as 
(A, ,... , A, d& ,... > B,) 
or 
where X and Y are sets of attributes with X u Y = QR, and X # 52,, # Y. 
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If a relation instance R has a decomposition, it can be replaced by two of its projections, 
without losing any information, since R can be reconstructed by taking the join. 
The decomposition (often called the multivalued dependency) has been studied 
thoroughly earlier [I, 4, 7, 13, 16,20,21]. (Note that the trivial multivalued dependencies 
are not included in this definition.) 
Later on we shall prove that the decomposition is the dual of the cross. 
Note that if X and Y are two attribute subsets of R with X u Y containing all the 
attributes of R and X n Y being empty then it holds that (X d Y) 9 (X_c Y). 
The differences between crosses and decompositions are: 
-crosses are embedded, they do not necessarily use all the attributes of Q, , while 
decompositions use them all 
-with crosses U and V are disjoint, while in a decomposition U and V can have 
a nonempty intersection. 
e. Inclusion 
Constraint 8 has the type 
with B different from the A’s and p 3 1. 
It is called the inclusion [19] and states that all the elements in the B-projection of S 
also belong to at least one &projection of Ri . 
To ease the notation we suppose that all the attributes of all the relation schemes are 
different. 
The inclusion is then often written as 
or 
where X is a nonempty set, not containing B. 
3. INTERACTIONS BETWEEN CONSTRAINTS 
a. General Concepts 
Before getting to the heart of this paper, we present an example: 
Consider the database scheme consisting of only one relation scheme RS, whose 
attributes are A, B, and C, all of them associated to the same domain. Furthermore, 
suppose that for every instance R of RS holds (AC B) and (B + C). 
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Applying the definition of these constraints, we can deduce that 
w, Bl = WI I x I w4 (1) 
if (b, ci) and (b, cs) both belong to R[B, C] then c, = ca (2) 
Hence 
(h 4 c) E R[AI I x I w, Cl 
9 a E RCA] and (b, c) E R[B, C] 
9 3a’, b’, c’ with (a, b’, c’) and (a’, b, c) both belonging to R 
(by definition of 1 X I) 
o (a, b) E R[A, B] (since (a, b’) and (a’, b) both belong to 
R[A, B], the definition of the join implies that (a, b) belongs to 
R[Al I X I WI = W4 4 by (1)) 
o EL?’ with (a, b, c”) E R (by definition of the projection) 
o (a, b, c) E R (since (b, c) and (6, c”) both belong to R[B, C], 
(2) implies that c = c”). 
Thus R[A] / X I R[B, C] = R, i.e., (A &B, C) and (A _c B, C) both hold for R. 1 
This proves that constraints (A d B, C) and (A_c B, C) are both consequences of 
(A& B) and (B -+ C), in the sense that every relation that satisfies (A_c B) and (B -+ C) 
also satisfies (A d B, C) and (A_c B, C). Note that this is an interaction of constraints of 
three different types. 
In general we say that the constraint P is a consequence of the m constraints PI ,..., Pm 
iff all the database instances that satisfy PI ,..., Pm also satisfy P. 
Stated differently [7]: P is a consequence of PI ,..., P,,, iff there is no counterexample 
of a database instance that satisfies PI ,,.., Pm without satisfying P. 
b. Accepting versus Generating Problem 
The constraints of a database scheme are satisfied by every instance of the scheme. 
Hence, the consequences of these constraints, and only them, are also satisfied by every 
instance. The characterization of the set of all the consequences of the constraints of 
a database scheme is of great interest in the consistency auditing of databases [17], 
since it contains just all the constraints that are satisfied by every instance. Two fun- 
damental problems arise: 
-The accepting problem or membership problem: Given a database scheme, find out 
whether the consequences of its constraints include a given constraint. 
-The generuting problem: Given a database scheme, find all the consequences of its 
constraints. 
These seem to be very fundamental problems, which are too complex to attack in all 
their generality. We even do not know whether they are decidable or not. Therefore we 
restrict these problems by imposing that all the constraints belong to one given type. 
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Some of these problems are already treated in earlier studies: In [3] a characterization 
for functional dependencies was given. Reference [7] describes a characterization of 
decompositions. An accepting algorithm for functional dependencies was given in [6j 
and one was given for multivalued dependencies in [5]. In the remainder of this section 
we give a uniform method to solve the accepting and generating problems for the func- 
tional dependency, cross, decomposition, and inclusion. 
c. Interactions between Functional Dependencies 
The accepting and generating problem for functional dependencies has been discussed 
in [3, 8, 9, 15, 221. Our approach for the accepting problem seems to be new. 
Suppose that the constraints of relation scheme RS only consist of m functional 
dependencies say (X, + A&..., (X, --f A,). Let (Y + B) be an arbitrary functional 
dependency (not necessarily being a consequence of (X, -+ Al),..., (X,, + A,)). We 
define 
F(Y, B) = {Z 1 Z is a set of attributes, Z C Q,, with Y C Z and B C$ Z}. 
Furthermore, we define GENF(X, , A, ;...; X, , A,) or GENF to be the set of func- 
tional dependencies with 
(I) (Xi + Ai) E GENF for all i, 
(II) if(x+A)~GENF,xCYandkl.$Y 
then (Y -+ A) E GENF, 
(III) if (X --f A) E GENF and Y is such that for all A’ of (X - Y), (Y + A’) E 
GENF and A $ Y 
then (Y -+ A) E GENF, 
(IV) no other functional dependencies belong to GENF. 
Statement (2) of the next theorem solves the accepting problem. One has only to 
calculate F( Y, B) and all the F(X, , A,) to decide whether Y -+ B is a consequence 
without calculating any other consequence. A trivial implementation of this method 
would be exponential in time. This is discussed in Section 4. 
Statement (3) solves the generating problem. 
THEOREM. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) (Y -+ B) is a consequenze of (Xl -+ Al),..., (X, -+ A,), 
(2) W, B) C ij F(X, , A,), 
i=l 
(3) (Y -+ B) behmgs to GENF(X, , A, ;...; X,,, , A,). 
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Proof. (1) 0 (2) s uppose that the inclusion of (2) does not hold. Then there is a set 2 
of attributes with the following properties: Y C 2, B 4 2, and for all i holds X, $! Z or 
AieZ. 
Consider the relation instance over Sz,, 
From the properties above it follows that all (Xi + Ai) are satisfied but (Y + B) is not. 
Hence if the inclusion of (2) does not hold, (Y -+ B) would not be a consequence of 
(4 - AJ,..., (-%,a -+ 4). 
(2) * (3) Consider the set U of attributes C for which (Y + C) belongs to GENF. 
We have to prove that BE U. Suppose, on the contrary, that B does not belong to U. 
Then the set (Y u U) is an element of F(Y, B) and so for some j, X, C Y U U and 
A, $ Y u U. From the definition of GENF we deduce that (Y -+ AJ belongs to GENF, 
hence Aj E U which is in contradiction with Aj $ Y U U above. 
(3) 3 (1) This is a direct consequence of the definitions and has been thoroughly 
discussed in [3]. 1 
d. Interactiolls between Crosses 
Suppose that the constraints of a relation scheme RS only consist of m crosses say 
(X,g YJ,..., (X,g Y,). Let (U_c V) b e an arbitrary cross (not necessarily being a 
consequence of (X, E YJ,..., (X, c Y,)). We define 
C( U, V) = {Z 1 Z is a set of attributes with Z C U u V and Z n U # o # Z n V}, 
Furthermore we define GENC(X, , Y, ;...; X, , Y,) or simply GENC to be the set of 
crosses with 
(I) (Xi_c Yi) E GENC for all i, 
(II) if (X_c Y) E GENC then (Y_c X) E GENC, 
(III) if (X_c Y) E GENC and X> x’ # D 
then (X’_c Y) E GENC, 
(IV) if (X_c Y) and (X’E Y’) both belong to GENC then 
XnX’= o or(XnX’_c(YuY’)n(XuY))EGENC, 
(V) no other crosses belong to GENC. 
The next result solves the accepting and generating problem for crosses. 
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THEOREM. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) (U_c V) is a consequeme of (Xl g Yl),..., (X, g Y,), 
(2) C(U, V) c ij C(& , Yd, 
i=l 
(3) (U_c V) belongs to GENC(X, , Yi ;...; X,,, , Y,). 
Proof. (1) 3 (2) Suppose that the inclusion of 2 does not hold. Then, some set 2 
has the following properties 
zcuuv, 
unzz 0 # vnz, ;lt; 
for all i holds 
ZQXiuYi or XinZ= 0 or Y,nZ= 0. (4 
Consider the relation instance over Q,, , such that 
-every attribute is associated with the domain (0, l}, 
-it contains all the possible tuples whose sum over the Z-projection is equal to 0 
modulo 2. 
There are 2+-l tuples in this instance (where n is the number of attributes). Table III 
illustrates this construction for QR, = {A,,A,,A,,A,}andZ=(A,,A,}.IfXandY 
are two nonempty disjoint sets of attributes the cross (X_c Y) is satisfied iff 
ZQXuY or XnZ=% or YnZ=% (4 
This can be verified on Table III and holds for the general case. From (a)-(d) it results 
that all the (Xi g Yi) are satisfied, and that (U_c V) is not, which denies (1). 
TABLE III 
(2) * (3) Consider two arbitrary attributes A E U and B E V. The set {A, B} 
belongs to C( U, V), hence for some i 
(A, B)CXiu Yi, 
Xi n (A, B} # % # Yin {A, B). 
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From (I), (II), and (III) of the definition of GENC results that (A _c B) belongs to 
GENC. We continue the proof by induction. Consider two nonempty sets of attributes 
U _C U and V’ _C V. By induction we suppose that for all nonempty sets u” and V” with 
U”CU’,V”Cv’, U”uV”# U’uV’holds 
(U” 6 V”) E GENC. (4 
We shall prove that (U’s V’) E GENC, which induces (U_c V) E GENC. Note that 
U’U V’EC(U, V)andhenceforsomeiholds U’U V’_CXiU Y,andXi n (77 U V’) # 
0 # Y,n(U’uV’). Taking (X=Xe and Y = YJ or (X = Vi and Y = Xi) we 
decuce from (I) and (II) that for some (X_c Y) of GENC holds 
U’u vzxu Y, ( f ) 
Xn(U’uV’)#ia #YYn(U’UV), (g) 
Xn U’ f 0. (4 
Hence I (X C Y) E GENC I (1) 
Yes 
by(g),(h) and 
induction (e) 
by(h),(i) and (IU) 
t- 
v 
by (i ) and (II) (XnU’cXnV’)EGENC 
(XnU’SYu(XnV’))EGENC 
Yu (XnV’)=YuV’by (f) 
(X n U’ 2 Y U V’) E GENC (1) 
yes 
I 
by(f) 
by (h) and 
J- 
induction (e) 
x n IJ’ = u’ 
1 
by(n) 
(Y I-I U’ C V’)EGENC 
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(3) =S (1) Let ( UE I’) E GENC. If it is generated by (I), (II), or (III), clearly it is 
a consequence of (Xi c Yi),..., (X, E Y,). For those generated by (IV), it is a little harder 
to prove that they are consequences. 
Note first that if R[X u Y] = R[X] 1 X 1 R[Y] then R[X’ U Y’] = R[X’] 1 X / R[Y’] 
for x’ C X and Y’ C Y. We prove that if 
and 
R[XY]= R[X] 1x1 R[Y] (1) 
R[X'Y'] = R[X'] 1 XI R[Y'] (2) 
both hold for a relation, then 
also holds for that relation: 
R[XnX',(YuY')n(XuY)] 
= R[X n(X'u Y'), Y] 
= R[X n (X’ u Y’)] I X 1 R[Y] bY (1) 
=R[(XnX')u(XnY')]IX/R[Y] 
=R[XnX']IXIR[XnY']IXIR[Y] bY (2) 
=R[XnX']IXIR[(XnY')uY] bY (1) 
=R[XnX']IX/R[(YuY')n(XuY)J 1 
e. Interactions between Decompositions 
The generating problem has been investigated in [7]. Suppose that the constraints 
of a relation scheme RS only consist of m decompositions (X1 d Y&..,, (X, 4 Y,). 
Let (U d I’) be an arbitrary decomposition (not necessarily being a consequence of 
(X, d Y,),..., (X, 4 Y,)). We define 
D(U,I/‘)={Z/ZisasetofattributeswithUnT/nZ= m,UnZ# ,a #VnZ}. 
Furthermore we define GEND(X, ; Y1 ;...; X, , Y,) or simply GEND to be the set 
of decompositions 
(I) (Xi d Yi) E GEND for all i, 
(II) if (X d Y) E GEND then (Y d X) E GEND, 
(III) if (X d Y) E GEND and X C X’ # 52,, then (X’ Q Y) E GEND, 
(IV) if (X d Y) and (X’ 4 Y’) both belong to GEND then 
XuX’=SZR,or(XuX’d(YnY’)u(XnY))~GEND, 
(V) no other decompositions belong to GEND. 
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In the next theorem we use the duality between the cross and the decomposition. 
This duality can be expressed as follows, (U 4 I’) is a consequence of the set of decom- 
positions (X, d YJ,..., (X, _d Y,) iff (5’ V) is a consequence of the set of crosses 
(Xlg Fl),..., (X,,c Y,) (where 0 stands for Sa,, - U). Since U u V = 52,, , Y = 
U- Vand O= V- U. 
This is formally expressed in the next lemma, which is a direct consequence of the 
definitions. 
LEMMA. 
D(U, V) = C(C vi) 
(U gf V) E GEND(X, , Yr ;...; X, , Y,) 9 (UC V) E GENC(X, , Y1 ;...; X, , F,,,) 
The next result solves the accepting and generating problem for decompositions. 
THEOREM. The following statements are equsbalent 
(1) (ud V) i.9 a cave of (Xl d Yd,..., (X, 41 Y,), 
(2) WJ, V) c ii w-f, Yf), 
f=l 
(3) (Ud V) behgs to GEND(X, , Y, ;...; X, , Y,J. 
Proof. (1) * (2) Suppose that the condition of (2) does not hold. Then there is 
a set 2 of attributes with the following properties 
UnVnZ=0, 
and for all i holds 
Unzf 0 #VnZ, 
X,nY,nZ+ 0 
or 
or 
XinZ= 0 
Y,nZ= 0. 
Consider the relation instance over 8,, 
Z 
0 . . . 0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0 . . . 0 
1 . . . le.*1 0 . . . 0 . . . 0 
57+/3-4 
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By the properties above all of the (X, d Yi) are satisfied in this relation but (U d V) is not 
satisfied, hence (U d V) is not a consequence of them. 
(2) * (3) If D(U, V) Z uE1 D(Xi , Yi) then by the lemma 
-- C(U, V) c ij C(X, , &) 
i=l 
and hence (0~ V) E GENC(Xr , F1 ;...; Xm , Y,). 
The lemma once more implies 
(U d V) E GEND(X, , Yi ;...; X,,, , Y,). 
(3) =- (1) Let (Ud V) E GEND. If it is generated by (I), (II), or (III), then 
clearly it is a consequence of (X, d Yi),..., (X, d Y,). For those generated by (IV), it is 
a little harder to prove that they are consequences. 
Note first that if in a relation instance R, that satisfies (U d I’) there are two tuples 
ti and t, that agree on U n V (which we denote t, = t, 1 U n V) then there is a tuple t, 
with t3 = tl 1 U and t, = t, 1 V and there is a tuple ta with t4 = t, 1 U and t, = tl 1 V. 
We now prove that (X4 Y) and (X’ d Y’) imply (XU X’d(Y n Y’) v’ (X A Y)). 
From this results (3) * (1). 
Let t, and t, be two tuples with 
i.e., 
t, = t, 1 (XuX’)n((Yn Y’)u(Xn Y)), 
tl = t, / (Xn Y)u(YnX’n Y’). 
Hence t, and t, also agree on X n Y, i.e., 3, 
t, = t, 1 x and t, = t, 1 Y by (Xd Y). 
Wenowhavet,=t,IYnX’nY’andhencet,=t,IYnX’nY’andt,=t,IX. 
Hence ts = tl 1 X u (Y n X’ n Y’), in particular t, = t, I x’ n Y’. So by (X’ d Y’) 
3, with t4 = t, I x’ and t, = t, 1 Y’. Since t, and t, agree on X we have 
t,=t,1X’ux 
and t, = t, I Y’ u X and hence t, = t3 1 (Y n Y’) U (X n Y). But t, and t3 agree on Y, 
sot,=t,j(YnY’)u(XnY). 1 
f. Interacthms of Inclusions 
Studying the same problems for the inclusion, we obtain a very remarkable result: 
although the functional dependency and the inclusion are defined completely differently, 
their accepting and generating problems are equivalent. 
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This is stated formally by the following theorem. 
THEOREM. The following statements are equivalent 
(1) (Y 3 B) is a consequence of (Xl > Al),..., (X, Z A,), 
(3) (Y -+ B) belongs to GENF(X, , A, ;...; X, , A,). 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of the theorem in Section 3c. It is left to the 
reader. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
The database administrator has to give a full description of the database scheme, 
which includes a collection of constraints. He has to avoid that some constraints are 
consequences of the others. The database administrator must also be sure that all the 
constraints of the information system are consequences of the collection of constraints 
in the scheme. 
Suppose furthermore he is given a new simpler collection of constraints. How can he 
verify whether it will generate the same constraints as the original one ? 
All these problems can be solved by generating and accepting algorithms. 
Let us restrict ourselves to the four examples of constraint types discussed in Sections 
2 and 3. 
A generating algorithm (that finds all the consequences of the same type) is a rather 
clear implementation of the sets GENF, GENC, and GEND. 
An accepting algorithm (that decides whether a given constraint is a consequence or 
not) could be a rather clear implementation of the inclusion in the theorems in Sections 
3a-3d. 
Unfortunately these algorithms would be exponential. However, for the four constraint 
types discussed in Sections 2 and 3, polynomial algorithms are known. 
As an example we discuss a polynomial accepting algorithm for decompositions. 
Another algorithm for this problem is given in [5]. 
The time complexity of this algorithm [2] is 0( m2n2) where n is the number of attributes 
and m the number of decompositions. 
Suppose we have to verify whether (U d V) is a consequence of (X, d YJ,..., (X,, d Y,). 
The algorithm checks for every attribute not belonging to U n V “whether there are 
problems,” i.e., if the attribute is in U then the algorithm tries to “separate” it from the 
attributes of V. The set S keeps track of the attributes already checked. 
A flow chart of the algorithm is given in Fig. 1. 
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FIGURE 1 
Proof of the Algorithm 
The algorithm terminates. Indeed, since T is reduced in box 10 (resp. box ll), the 
condition of box 4 or box 5 is satisfied after a finite time. Since S is enlarged in box 6, 
the condition of box 7 is satisfied after a finite time. Note that T is properly reduced 
and S is properly enlarged each time. 
Notice furthermore 
-Boxes 1, 2, 10 and 11 imply that U n V n T is always empty. 
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-Boxes 2, 9, 10 and 11 imply that EL always belongs to T. 
-If the condition of box 8 is not satisfied then T does not belong to lJE1 0(X,, Yd). 
From the conditions in boxes 3, 4, and 5 we deduce that, at box 8, U n T # ~zr # 
V n T. Hence T E D(U, V) - WY=1 D(Xd, YJ, thus (U d V) is not a consequence of 
the (X, 4 Y,),..., (X, d Y,). 
-If, on the other hand, the condition of box 7 is satisfied, we consider a set of attributes 
Z, belonging to D( U, V), and show it belongs to Uz, D(Xi , YJ. 
Suppose that S,, S, ,..., S, is the sequence of the values of S in the algorithm. Then 
s,= urlv,s,=Q~,, &CS,+, for all j. Hence S,nZ = o and S,nZ# 0. 
So there must be some j with Sj n Z = 0 and S,, n Z # 0. Suppose that To, 
T 1 ,a-*, T, is the sequence of the values of T in the calculation of S,,l from S, . Then 
To=QR,-Sj, TQCU, Tkr>Tk+l, S,, = S, v T, and hence T, n Z # 0. Since 
Sj n Z = 0 we have Z C To. Since Tg C U we have Z $ T, (otherwise Z C U). So there 
must be some K with Z C Tk and Z $ Tk+l . In the calculation of T,,, from Tk an (X, 4 Y,) 
is used in the condition of box 4, with Tk E D(X, , YJ. Since Z C Tk we have 
ZnX,n Yi = 0. 
Since T, n Z # 0, we know by boxes 10 and 11 that X, n Z # 0. Finally since 
Z(# TM > there is an attribute A E Z and A $ T,,, . But A E Tk , and, by (5), A 4 Xi 
hence A E Y( and A E Z n Yi . Since Z n Yi is not empty Z E D(Xi 4 Yi) which com- 
pletes the proof. 1 
It can be shown that this algorithm has time complexity O(m2n2) if there are ft attributes 
and tn decompositions. 
EXAMPLE. Given OR, = (A, B, C, D, E, F, G> and 
(ABCEF 4 DFG), (1) 
(AEFG 4 BCDEF), (2) 
(AF 4 ABCDEG), (3) 
(ADEFG d ABCDFG). (4) 
The successive values of S, T, EL, and (Xi d YJ are 
With input (AFG d ABCDE) With input (ABF d ACDEFG) 
S=A 
T = BCDEFG 
EL = B 
(3) 
T = BCDEG 
(1) 
T=BCE 
S = ABCE 
S = AF 
T = BCDEG 
EL = B 
(1) 
T=BCE 
(4) 
T=BC 
not a consequence 
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With input (AFG d ABCDE) 
T=DFG 
EL = D 
(3) 
T-DG 
(2) 
T=D 
S = ABCDE 
T=FG 
EL =F 
S = ABCDEFG 
consequence 
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